Quick Start Instructions for the Olympus Digital Recorder

On/Off  (POWER/Hold switch)

Turning on the power: slide the POWER/HOLD switch in the direction indicated by the arrow. (Down)•

Turning off the power: Slide the POWER/HOLD switch in the direction indicated by the arrow (down) for 1 second or longer.

Press the REC button to start recording. •
Turn the microphone in the direction of the source to be recorded. Press the STOP button to stop recording.

Pause- While in the recording mode, press the REC button. • (Note The recorder will time out after 60 minutes when left in “Rec Pause”.) To Resume Recording: Press the REC button again. • Recording will resume at the point of interruption.

Before Recording- (While the recorder is stopped) Press the FOLDER/INDEX/SCENE button to select the desired folder.

Both Recorders have Low Cut Filter functions to minimize low-frequency sounds and record voices more clearly. This function can reduce noise from air conditioners, projectors and other similar noises.

1 Select [Low Cut Filter] from the menu on the [Rec Menu].

In Menu mode selection: [On]: Enables the Low Cut Filter function. [Off]: Disables this function.

Microphone sensitivity (Built-in or external microphone) is adjustable to meet recording needs.

1 Select [Mic Sense] from the menu on the [Rec Menu]. In Menu mode selection: [High]: High recording sensitivity suitable for conferences with many participants and recording audio at a distance or a speaker with a low volume voice. [Low]: Standard recording sensitivity is the appropriate setting for subjects speaking directly into the microphone that is located on the top of each recorder.